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Cedar Road
Sutton, SM2 5LP
Offers over £100,000



Cedar Road, Sutton, SM2 5LP
Located in one of Sutton's most convenient and sought after retirement developments, this first floor apartment is in excellent condition and is perfect to living in or has potential
for a buy to let. The block is quiet, yet on the doorstep of a huge amount of local shops, medical center's, recreational clubs, theaters and excellent transport links getting you into
the city in around half an hour. 
The seller says "I enjoy a safe and secure space with no worries. I can enjoy in-house activities and making friends with residents - and family can visit, with easy parking.
Everything I need is close at hand."
Inside the property there has been some significant upgrades, such as new heaters that are individually controlled and new spotlights. The west facing lounge is slightly larger than
some others in the block and also light and airy. As you are in the center of town - the space is perfect for you to people-watch, relax, and even have a few friends over. 
Adjacent to the lounge, there is a modern kitchen meaning one less thing to refurbish and worry about. 
When it’s time to catch up on some sleep, there is a generous double bedroom, which even has integrated wardrobe space. Finishing off the internal accommodation is a lovely
shower room serving the apartment and plenty of storage, rare for an apartment in this price range. 
Outside, well-kept, communal grounds wrap around the block and provide a place for you to relax in. Inside the building, for the residents, there is also a communal lounge for
socialising and regular events, friendly house manager, efficient laundry room and residents/visitors parking. In our opinion, this apartment truly represents the best value property
currently available to buy in Forest Dene.
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These particulars, whilst believed to be accurate are set out as a general outline only for guidance and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements of representation of fact, but must
satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to their accuracy. No person in this firms employment has the authority to make or give any representation or warranty in respect of the property.

FIRST FLOOR

Hallway

Living Room
17'8 x 10'7 (5.38m x 3.23m)

Kitchen
7'2 x 5'4 (2.18m x 1.63m)

Bedroom
14'2 x 8'8 (4.32m x 2.64m)

Shower Room
6'8 x 5'3 (2.03m x 1.60m)

OUTSIDE

Communal Grounds

Communal/Visitor Parking

OTHER BENEFITS

Residents Lounge

Laundry Room

Floor Plan

Energy Efficiency Graph


